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Abstract: Since identity authentication system itself has a certain degree of computational 
complexity, in order to achieve full homomorphic encryption, secure two-party computing protocol 
needs to be introduced, which will increase amount of additional computation and computational 
complexity. Therefore, a method is proposed in this paper to improve credibility by introducing 
feature vector model in power grid authentication, which is improved on the basis of IMSAKA. 
Moreover, it is an important way to improve security of access layer in IMS network through 
effective authentication and authentication on IMS network. 

1 Introduction 
Introduction of full homomorphic encryption in identity feature authentication currently 

increases computational complexity as well as complexity of communication interactions. What’s 
more, utilization of encrypted image transmission for identity authentication in cloud computing 
environment will increase complexity of communication messages. Meanwhile, in order to find the 
maximum identity similarity, multiple rounds of communication may be required, which leads to 
increase in calculation rounds. Beside it, identity characteristic authentication rate cannot meet 
actual application requirements. Although introduction of full homomorphic encryption improves 
security, constraints of encryption technology will limit choice of identity authentication algorithms, 
which reduces identity authentication rate[1-2]. 

2 Research Status of Network Authentication Algorithms 
TS33.203 specification of 3GPP defines access security mechanism of IMS network, which 

includes network and user authentication. Moreover, TS33.210 specification of 3GPP defines 
security mechanism for protection in IMS core network, and provides service protection among 
different network nodes. Security architecture diagram of IMS network is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure1 IMS Security Architecture 

Figure 1 shows five different security levels defined by 3GPP standard. Specific security is 
shown in Table 1 below[3]. 
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Table 1 Specific Contents of Different Security Levels in IMS network 

Taking IMS network security architecture into consideration, security issues of IMS network are 
mainly divided into security access issues of IMS network and security issues of IMS core network. 
What’s more, power IMS core network belongs to power private network, which already has 
multiple layers of protection levels and encryption technology. Moreover, connection among 
functional modules inside power private network is relatively secure. Therefore, access security of 
IMS network is focused on in this paper[4-5]. 

IMS architecture is completely based on various protocols, where SIP protocol is mainly used for 
signaling planning. Since SIP is highly flexible text-based protocol that ignores user privacy, which 
makes public and private identities unprotected, IMS networks face security risks. 

3 Identity Feature Authentication Scheme Based on IMS 
3.1 Establish Feature Model Matrix 

Identity feature authentication scheme that is based on IMS includes registration phase and 
authentication phase, and registration phase generates public-private key pair of IMS and "feature 
sample" matrix space composed of feature vectors of all images in identity database. Execution 
process is shown in Figure 2[6]. 

 
Fig.2 Enroll Phase Process 

Serial 
number security level specific content 

1 Between the user and the IMS 
network 

implementing identity authentication and 
authentication between the UE and the IMS 

network 

2 Between user equipment and 
P-CSCF 

implements security protection between terminals 
and access network elements, and performs data 

source authentication 

3 Between CSCF and HSS in the 
network domain 

providing interface security between CSCF and 
HSS in the network domain 

4 CSCF between different 
networks 

provide security protection for CSCF between 
different networks 

5 CSCF within the IMS network provides security between SIP nodes within the 
network 
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(1) Authentication server generates public-private key pair (pk, sk) of IMS, and issues public 
key pk. 

(2) Cloud terminal reads camera image and performs identity detection when registering user. If 
identity image is detected, identity image will be extracted and pre-processed accordingly to obtain 
input image I, and then neural network model is used to extract identity feature vector 
x=(x1,x2,……,xn), which will be encrypted with pk, and transferred to authentication server to be 
stored in identity database. 

(3) Authentication server regenerates "feature sample" matrix space composed of feature vectors 
of all images in identity database. 

Classification and identification of identity, which is process of finding the minimum value by 
performing Euclidean distance-based measurement on identity feature vector obtained at scene and 
feature vector matrix containing all identities, is completed in authentication phase. In order to 
improve operating efficiency of system, idea that converts calculation of vector Euclidean distance 
into dot product operation of vector is proposed in this paper. 

3.2 Improved Scheme of Full Homomorphic Encryption on Integers 
Since integer-based homomorphic encryption can only encrypt 1 bit at a time, it cannot be 

directly applied to this scheme. Therefore, in order to meet needs of practical applications, it is 
optimized in this paper to meet requirement that encrypting n bits rule once. Specific algorithm flow 
is as follows. 

(1)KeyGen: η -bit odd integers q is first randomly generated, then integers are randomly selected 
to assign pi in interval [0,2γ/q) , and integers are randomly selected to assign ri in interval (-2ρ, 2ρ) 
as well. Moreover, ai=qpi+2kri(0≤i≤τ) is calculated. Finally, under the condition that a0 is the 
largest odd number and [a0]q is divisible by 2k, {a0,a1,……aτ} is set as public key pk, and q is 
private key. 

(2)Encrypt: For each component xi of rule x, integer is first randomly selected to give r in 
interval of (-2ρ ', 2ρ'), and subset S belonging to set {1,2, ..., τ} is randomly selected as well. Then, 

calculate each component ( ) 02 2i i i
i s

Enc x x kr k a a
∈

 = + +  
∑ of ciphertext is calculated to finally 

obtain encrypted vector Enc (x). 
(3)Decrypt: [[Enc(xi)]q]2k is calculated for each component of ciphertext Enc (x) to obtain xi so 

that rule x will be obtained, where η refers to length of private key, γ is  length of public key, ρ and 
ρ 'represent length of noise, and τ indicates the number of public keys. 

3.3 Authentication Based on Identity Vector 
In order to meet high-concurrency requests for identity authentication of cloud terminals in 

practical applications, identity classification of authentication server is based on Ma-pReduce 
framework design, where service nodes, management nodes, identity characteristics management 
nodes, and computing nodes namely workers are contained. Architecture is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 Architecture of Distributed Identity Recognition Module 

(1) Service node receives identity characteristic authentication request containing  users to be 
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authenticated, and extracts Enc (x ') in data packet that will be forwarded to management node. 
(2)Map phase: Management node sends identity authentication task to computing node. If system 

is started for the first time or identity feature database is updated, "feature sample" matrix space 
composed of feature vectors of all images in identity database will need to be regenerated. In order 
to improve efficiency of identity classification, feature matrix is cut according to the number of 
computing nodes and distributed to each computing node. Besides it, after each computing node 
processes in parallel, the minimum distance value and category label obtained by it will be returned 
to management node. 

(3)Reduce phase: Management node sorts results to get final identity authentication result, and 
service node finally returns the result. 

4 Testing and Analysis 
4.1 Security Analysis 

(1) During registration process of IMSAKA mechanism, user provides his identity to  P-CSCF 
in the form of rule. However, optimization algorithm proposed in this paper guarantees user identity 
IMPI and IMPU by generating one-time identity without key encryption technology based on 
modular exponentiation. Therefore, attacker can never steal these identities by analyzing data 
packets. 

(2) Optimization algorithm proposed in this paper explicitly performs mutual authentication 
between UE and IMS network, where authentication tokens are calculated based on shared key 
between UE and HSS to complete mutual authentication. What’s more, only after two parties 
authenticate with each other, keys CK and IK calculated during authentication phase are used to 
establish IPSec association between UE and P-CSCF so that SIP message can be protected to ensure 
confidentiality and integrity of data passed between UE and P-CSCF. 

(3) IMS-AKA protocol can resist replay attacks and man-in-the-middle attacks, but it cannot 
resist DoS synchronization and SPIT attacks. However, improved algorithm proposed in this paper 
overcomes security vulnerabilities by obfuscating user identity and combining elliptic curve 
cryptography technology, which can respond to DOS and SPIT attacks that IMSAKA cannot handle. 
Moreover, in optimization algorithm proposed in this paper, UE and HSS share secret key "s", and 
UE and HSS must perform mutual authentication. However, attacker can neither imitate UE nor 
HSS when trying to attack, so it cannot pass authentication process so that this kind of attack is 
eliminated. 

4.2 Performance Analysis 
(1) IMSAKA authentication mechanism is based on serial number SQN, and improved 

authentication mechanism proposed in this paper does not require any synchronization mechanism 
so that authentication time and bandwidth loss are reduced. 

(2) IMSAKA authentication mechanism establishes IPsec association between UE and the P- 
CSCF during authentication phase. However, new authentication mechanism proposed in this article 
establishes IPsec association after mutual authentication between UE and HSS, which reduces total 
identity verification time. 

(3) IMSAKA mechanism uses 5 functions to calculate authentication vector. However, 
algorithm proposed in this paper completes secure access of IMS network only through two 
modules generating one-time encrypted identity to secure user identity and EICC - based identity 
authentication, which reduces computational complexity. 

5 Conclusion 
In order to solve low efficiency and low recognition rate caused by use of full homomorphic 

encryption in identity feature authentication, full homomorphic encryption on improved integer ring 
is used in this paper, which can support homomorphic addition and homomorphic multiplication 
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calculation of multi- bit encrypted data so that complexity of communication interaction process 
will be reduced by converting calculation of Euclidean distance to dot product. Moreover, 
experiments in distributed environment show that scheme can achieve identity feature 
authentication rate of more than 99%, and meet 30 concurrent requests per second. Meanwhile, both 
good security and authentication performance is considered so that feasibility and effectiveness of 
scheme have been proven. 
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